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Roots presents IBC technology at prestigious Agrivest event
•
•
•

Roots has presented its Irrigation by Condensation (IBC) technology at the 2019 Agrivest
event in Tel Aviv
Roots was a finalist in the ‘Best Agtech company’ category
Agrivest provides exposure to international agritech investors

Roots Sustainable Agricultural Technologies Limited (ASX: ROO, Roots or Company) has presented
its world-first Irrigation by Condensation (IBC) technology at the prestigious Agrivest event in Israel.
Roots’ IBC technology was selected to present in the ‘Best Agtech company’ category to an
independent committee of Israeli business and industry leaders, international investors and
government representatives.
Roots’ IBC system was specifically designed to enable small and medium scale farmers to grow entire
food crops using irrigation sourced only from humidity in the air, even in remote semi-arid areas.
Roots’ solar operated and electric driver IBC systems have successfully completed proofs of concepts
on nine crops, including grapevines, young avocado trees and sorghum.
Agrivest is one of the biggest events in Israel for agtech, bringing together hundreds of investors and
global agriculture experts. Companies from more than 20 countries attended this year’s conference,
showcasing the interest in agricultural technology.
Roots co-founder and Executive Director, Boaz Watchel, said “Being selected to present at a leading
agricultural conference is a testament to the quality of our technology in enabling crop production
using only humidity from the air. Our world-first IBC technology addresses water and electricity
challenges affecting farmers and producers globally, including in semi-arid and drought-affected
areas.
“Feedback from conference attendees has been positive and we are initiating discussions with
interested international delegates.”

Boaz Wachtel presenting the Irrigation by Condensation technology at Agrivest 2019 in Tel Aviv
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-ENDAbout Roots Sustainable Agricultural Technologies Ltd:
Israeli-based, Roots Sustainable Agricultural Technologies Ltd. is developing and commercialising disruptive,
modular, cutting-edge technologies to address critical problems being faced by agriculture today, including plant
climate management and the shortage of water for irrigation.
Roots has developed proprietary know-how and patents to optimise performance, lower installation costs, and
reduce energy consumption to bring maximum benefit to farmers through their two-in-one root zone heating
and cooling technology and off the grid irrigation by condensation technology.
Roots is a graduate company of the Office of the Israeli Chief Scientist Technological Incubator program. More
information www.Rootssat.com
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